Moon, Stars and Mountains Itineraries

2N  3D itinerary

Trains + Telescope + Chinese Moon Festival

September 13-15, 2013

Friday   Day 1, Night 1

• Overnight – Inn at Snowshoe

Saturday

• Breakfast – Inn at Snowshoe (included with room)
• Tour of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
• Night with the Stars – Board the Cheat Mountain Salamander for a night-time excursion to study the stars along with a National Radio Astronomy Observatory astronomer to guide you through the night sky.

Sunday Day 2

• Chinese Moon Festival – Pearl S. Buck Birthplace Museum
• Travel home

Cass Scenic Railroad SPECIAL New Moon Trains

July 9, August 6, 2013

Tuesday

• Check in – 3 p.m. Inn at Snowshoe
• Dinner & shopping The Village
• 7 p.m. arrive to Cass Scenic Railroad for shopping
• 8 p.m. Whittaker New Moon train departs (1.5 hour trip)
• Overnight – Inn at Snowshoe (check in afternoon)

Wednesday